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Wild Rose Needlebook
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY FABY REILLY DESIGNS

 

 

 

You'll recognize immediately this pretty wild flower that grows along fields and hedges. The heavy red hanging
fruit are very characteristic too. 

 

A keen observer of plants, Faby Reilly captures in cross stitch the essence of the flower, its wide open petals, its
golden heart, its prickly leaves and dark red fruit. There are some metallic highlights as well as seedbeads adding a
dimensional effect to the stitching.

 

The main pattern runs accross both front and back cover of the needlebook, with a secondary geometric
background wrapping around the inside pages too. The pattern comes with an extensive tutorial, guiding you step
by step for the finishing of the needlebook.

 

There is a matching Scissor Case and fob (sold separately) so you can stitch a complete collection of accessories.

A cross stitch pattern designed by Faby Reilly .
>> visit Faby Reilly's pattern gallery.

Number of stitches: 73 x 47 + 2 x (34 x 47)(wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches), Backstitch, specialty stitches

Chart: Color Chart

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss, DMC Diamant metallic 

Accessories: seed Beads

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/faby-reilly-cross-stitch-chart-wild-rose-needlebook-xml-253-2693.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/faby-reilly-cross-stitch-chart-wild-rose-scissor-case-xml-253-2694.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/browse-designer-faby-reilly-designs-xsl-296_392.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2693&w=73&h=47


Number of colors: 14

Themes: Needlework accessories, Needlebook, Wild Rose

>> see all stitcher's accessories' patterns by Faby Reilly

 

>> see all scissor and needlecase patterns (all designers)
 

>> see more Wildflowers cross stitch patterns (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/faby-reilly-designs-stitcher-accessories-xsl-296_392_434.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/stitchers-favorites-biscornus-scissor-case-needlebook-patterns-xsl-253_422.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/wildflowers-cross-stitch-patterns-xsl-211_273_734.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/faby-reilly-cross-stitch-chart-wild-rose-needlebook-xml-253-2693.html

